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Galerie Ashiya Schule is pleased to present a private exhibition "Another Nature × Old Pine" by Koji Yamamoto from May 12th. This exhibition is consisted of new works produced after the Milan solo exhibition in autumn 2016. These works are focused on “Another Nature” and "Old pine" series drawn with Chinese ink and acrylic on canvas.

"Another Nature" series are represented by twisting spirals and leaves full of vitality, or branches and dying trunks, with vivid colors and swaying lines. Yamamoto incorporates time, distance and movement into the abstracted form of the real world in nature. He reconstructs two-dimensional paintings accompanied by depth in the drawings. In these works, "time" is abstracted by deconstructing the time and space in which nature and humans live, and it expresses eternal life as a part of nature.

"Old pine" series originally comes from the old pine Koji Yamamoto painted on Noh stage plate. From ancient times, it is thought that God descends into trees in Japan. Painters of the Kano school painted a pine tree on the Noh stage as a reflection of the awe of nature and God. Yamamoto Oimatsu, a spirit in modern times, will rouse our awe and bring us an intense visual experience.
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